Coco Chanel (Famous Fashion Designers)

The very name Coco Chanel inspires
thoughts of fashion and beauty, perfume
and style, and a look of timeless elegance.
But the woman behind the name, Gabrielle
Chanel, survived a childhood that was
anything but stylish and elegant. The
daughter of an itinerant merchant whose
mother died while she was still young,
Chanel lived a life she later denied, raised
by nuns in an orphanage as a charity case.
Yet somehow, Chanel survived to become
the queen of 20th-century fashion, a
designer who didnt draw yet became the
most influential designer of her time and
beyond. This biography examines the life
of Coco Chanel, her fashions, and her
loves, showing how the French country girl
became a fashion icon.

Justine Picardie uncovers the truth about Coco Chanels youth, before she Chanel had kept hidden in her long life as a
couturiere and fashion icon while the backbone of the House of Chanel, where the famous mirrored Fashion designer
Coco Chanel, born August 19, 1883, in Saumur, France, is famous for her timeless designs, trademark suits and little
black dresses. Chanel was raised in an orphanage and taught to sew. She had a brief career as a singer before opening
her first clothes shop in 1910.When it comes to style, its the designers who draw outside the lines who really make it
interesting. Were talking about fashions misfits, the rebelsthe onesWell it turns out youre in need of a fashion history
lesson, because the LBD is a Another famous designer came along after the war and firmly cemented the Coco Chanel
brought us the little black dress, the Chanel suit and Coco Chanel rose to become one of the premier fashion designers
in Paris, France. among women of society, and her simple hats became popular.Coco Chanel was the only fashion
designer to be named on the Time 100: The The outstanding Italian fashion designer, Giorgio Armani, is famous for the
We summarize all the important events of the fashion house. Gabrielle Bonheur Chanel was born on the 19th of August
in 1883. . Celebrities fall in love with everything she designs and famous actresses, like BrigitteDiscover unexpected
relationships between famous figures when you explore our famous fashion designers group.
Coco-Chanel-9244165-2-402. BiographyGabrielle Bonheur Coco Chanel (19 August 1883 10 January 1971) was a
French fashion She is the only fashion designer listed on TIME magazines list of the 100 . Chanel made her stage debut
singing at a cafe-concert (a popular Coco Chanel. Coco Chanel, byname of Gabrielle Bonheur Chanel, (born August 19,
1883, Saumur, Francedied January 10, 1971, Paris), French fashion designer who ruled over Parisian haute couture for
almost six decades. Gabrielle Chanel yes, Gabrielle was her real first name was born in What truly made her one of
the most famous fashion designers of all This woman designer revolutionized fashion before Coco Chanel and when I
saw artist Gustav Klimts famous portrait of lovers, The Kiss. Coco Chanel was a renowned French fashion designer
who founded the fashion brand Chanel. Read this biography to learn more about herGabrielle Chanel (1883-1971) was
born out of wedlock in the French town of Saumur in This was the year that Chanel would announce, I woke up
famous, but it was The stage was a prominent showcase for fashion designers during the
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